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“Integrating new fuel systems into existing ones can be 
dangerous if not done right. I’m really proud of the team 
for stepping up and maintaining the high levels of safety 
throughout this project.”

Anton White, Project Manager  |  Nqpetro

Moolarben 
Coal Mine

Supply of tanks and refuelling 
equipment to an established 
Yancoal coal mine.

The Moolarben Coal Mine is a world-class open cut coal asset 
producing export quality thermal coal. Located within the 
Western Coalfields of New South Wales, the mine has undergone 
operational expansions in recent years. As such the Moolarben 
Coal Mine required an extension to its fuel tank infrastructure to 
support more heavy-duty mining vehicles. Working conditions out 
west can sometimes be pretty hard, but that didn’t deter the local 
Nqpetro team from the challenge of integrating new tanks and 
refuelling equipment into the legacy systems at mine.

We set to work consulting with Yancoal to determine their needs. 
Upon receiving the full project scope our experienced team 
collaborated with expert consultants to develop a design to 
support additional fuel storage and high-volume fuel flow rates. 
We supplied self-bunded tanks and refuelling equipment that’s 
ideal for mining applications. This included three 110KL diesel 
tanks and all piping run in 316SS piping, along with all valving. 
The pumps we supplied and were very large, high-volume pumps 
that required specialist mine approved motors. In order to ensure 
minimum disruption or issues when tanks got to site, all tank fit 
outs were completed in our workshop and underwent thorough 
(FAT) Factory Acceptance Testing.

The integration into the legacy systems at Moolarben Coal Mine 
was a total success, with all tanks secure and high flow pumps 

working effectively. Yancoal was thrilled with the outcome, 
especially as Nqpetro was able to complete the entire project 
successfully during some of the most challenging COVID-19 
restrictions. It’s one of the major benefits of having Nqpetro staff 
already deployed in remote Australia.

SOLUTIONS OFFERED

• Fuel tank and pump integration design 

• Equipment sourcing and testing 

• Tank and pump installation

• Piping installation 

• System testing
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